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verse, II can
can recommend
recommend aa single
single guitar.
guitar. This
This can
can sound
sound like
like aa lute
lute
verse,
very suitable
suitable for
for the
the haunting,
haunting, melancholy
melancholy 'dropping'
'dropping' sort
sort of
ofmusic
music
very
can be
be so
so appropriate
appropriate to
to the
the theme
theme of
of the
the play
play and
and its
its sad-runnin
sad-runnin
can
rhythms. Segovia's
Segovia's 'Tonadilla'
'Tonadilla'is
one accompaniment-and
accompaniment-and of
ofcours
cours
is one
rhythms.
single instrument,
instrument, itit isis fairly
fairly easy
easy to
to make
make up
up some
some musical
musical theme
theme to
to
aa single
the play's
play's mood.
mood. Other
Other effects
effects which
which 'came
'came off'
off' were:
were: the
the chiming,
chiming, at
a
the
times, of
of clock
clock hours
hours (on
(on aa guitar),
guitar), culminating
culminating in
in the
the striking
striking of
of ss
times,
clockjust
just before
before Arden's
Arden's death
death as
as he
he and
and Mosbie
Mosbie play
play at
at 'tables';
'tables'; the
the
clock
the ferryman
ferryman at
at the
the back
back of
of the
the Hall;
Hall; tape-recording
tape-recording Will
Will and
and Sha
Sha
of the
attempt to
to break
break into
into Franklin's
Franklin's house
house during
during the
the night;
night; bringing
bringing out
out cc
attempt
in Michad's
Michad's letter-reading
letter-reading episode;
episode; and,
and, making
making the
the central
central fog-scen
fog-scen
in
'mystical' by variation of lighting and by creating the effect
effect of
of dist
dist
the movement and speech of Arden and Franklin. This fog-scene
fog-scene
particularly helpful in stabilising the mood of undefmed uncertain
uncertain
guilty fear which is so much a part of the play's atmosphere-and so d
divergence from
from the
the crime
crime story.
aa divergence
Finally, let me indicate two main obstacles inherent in the play's str
st
The first, which we did not entirely
entirdy overcome in our production,
because of the play's very loose construction (particularly in the m
there is a tendency for the action to seem somewhat monotonously e
Unlike the scenes of less crudely built plays, those in Arden of Fevtrs
not always mount successivdy in dramatic interest, and the produc
plan carefully to see that his sections build up to each other so that th
of the play is more clearly marked. Mter the initial plotting, each
on Arden's life should be a small climax, rising in pace, pitch, te
-action, volume of
sound, and then dropping to nothing-the whole b
ofsound,
up to the big climax of Arden's death.
death.
The second snag-found especially if one interprets the playas a
ridden progress to Arden's retribution-is that the final post-mortem
tends to become an anti-climax, and the punishment of the murde
seem an irrelevant afterthought. One way of getting rid of this diffi
diff
to
to throwaway,
throwaway, in the final scene,
scene, all
all pretence
pretence of naturalism and to ad
Elizabethan
Elizabethan procedure
procedure of
of regarding
regarding the
the trial
trial as
as aa deliberate
deliberate conven
stylised
stylised orthodox
orthodox ending
ending which
which formalises
formalises the
the whole
whole action
action and rou
the
the playas
playas aa recognised
recognised finale.
finale. So,
So, we
we had
had the
the actors
actors daboratdy
elaboratdy add
add
their
their fmal
fmal speeches
speeches of
of repentance
repentance to
to the
the audience
audience and
and making
making the
the
through
course, in
Hall. And,
And, of
ofcourse,
in Franklin's
Franklin's address
address to
to the
the audience
audience
through the
the Hall.
fmishes
fmishes off
off the
the play,
play, the
the words
words are
are already
already there
there to
to tell
tell the
the spectato
spectato
have
have only
only been
been watching
watching aa show,
show, with
with all
all its
its conventions.
conventions.
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success or failure. These were such as the inability to obey instruction
incorrect spelling of such words as to, too, or two; failure to copy; inc
use of the apostrophe showing possession, and of the signs " and r; conf
of'Yours faithfully' and 'Yours sincerely'; omission of the address fro
head of a letter; bad handwriting-a sorry total, not excused by the
'faux pas' of writing personal notes to the examiner.
How much less serious-and yet he had failed to eliminate themthe faults of his own pupils! Mr. Andrews' candidates wrote too m
'a short composition is required'; his own wrote too little. The cand
could not spell, and disregarded certain conventions of punctuation; his
pupils, though not innocent of these faults, added others of their own.
compositions were often inconsequential, the material thin, unimpo
irrelevant. They failed to connect, to develop, or to set in due relatio
ideas they might have. His pupils were not widely read; some indee
not get much pleasure from reading or even from the theatre-th
attributed to his own conservative tastes and to the distance from the
of any seats they could afford. They did not know much about lite
or life; they did not wish to know; and they were convinced that they
all that needed to be known. They were lamentably unable to con
social situation by speech, and when out of his hearing relied overm
he feared, on fisticuffs interpolated with the principal obscene word o
language. Their very silence could be barren when it was not embarra
being simply the interval between noises. He wished he could adop
new methods, but feared he was too set in his ways, which were alas extre
time-devouring. He read and introduced important books to his c
discussed what was happening and what should happen in the world, i
being often contradicted, he admitted; took the children to the theatre,
theatre
to one or two badly punctuated plays at Stratford (Avon) and Stra
Str
(Bow); encouraged the writing of stories, articles, plays, and letters u
begging-in these his pupils never forgot the address. One boy had
duced a poem which he had allowed the teacher to insert, anonymo
in the form magazine.
Yet in all this he confessed he was a mere dilettante. Mr. Andrews
cessful colleague was able 'in addition to his normal teaching'-no
noticed, in subtraction from it, as would have been his case-to set
day at least two questions from past examination papers, and mock-exa
tion followed mock-examination for weeks on end in that dedicated
room. Clearly, the candidates had stamina and single-mindedness whi
own pupils lacked. He had since confirmed the success of these metho
an enquiry of a younger colleague of a scientific turn of mind. This g
man had ninety-five per cent success with his candidates, a rather
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